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**ABSTRACT**

We present a schizophrenia patient who reports “seeing rain” with attendant somatosensory features which separate him from his surroundings. Because visual/multimodal hallucinations are understudied in schizophrenia, we examine a case history to determine the role of these hallucinations in self-disturbances (Ichstörungen). Developed by the early Heidelberg School, self-disturbances comprise two components: 1. The self experiences its own automatic processing as alien to self in a split-off, “doubled-I.” 2. In “I-paralysis,” the disruption to automatic processing is now outside the self in omnipotent agents. Self-disturbances (as indicated by visual/multimodal hallucinations) involve impairment in the ability to predict moment-to-moment experiences in the ongoing perception-action cycle. The phenomenological approach to subjective experience of self-disturbances complements efforts to model psychosis using the computational framework of hierarchical predictive coding. We conclude that self-disturbances play an adaptive, compensatory role following the uncoupling of perception and action, and possibly, other low-level perceptual anomalies.

1. Introduction

We present a schizophrenia patient who experiences persisting visual hallucinations of “seeing rain” accompanied by somatic experiences of tickling and movement in the back of his head, which he experiences in his “brain,” pressure on his eyes, and changes of temperature in his hands and legs. Because visual/multimodal hallucinations are understudied in schizophrenia, we examine this case to determine the role of these hallucinations in self-disturbances (Ichstörungen).

During the years 1915–1932, the Early Heidelberg School of Psychiatry (Gruhle, Mayer-Gross, Beringer) first developed and systematically described “self-disturbances” in schizophrenia. Kurt Schneider (1939) later incorporated many self-disturbances in his first rank symptoms. Despite considerable recent interest in self-disturbances, the history and importance of this initial work have been curiously neglected (for the history, see Mishara et al., 2015; Sterzer, Mishara, Voss, & Heinz, 2016; Kendler & Mishara, 2019; see Hermle, Oepen, & Spitzer, 1988, for Beringer’s role).
In defining self-disturbances, Gruhle (1915, 1922a, 1922b, 1929, 1932) proposed 2 components:

1. In “doubling of the I” (Doppelich), the self looks on her/his experiences passively as non-participatory bystander. Unable to detach but also unable to participate, everything plays before the patient as if on a theater-stage. Unpleasant bodily sensations, and other sensory disturbances (including hallucinations) are experienced as an “alienation from the perceptual world” (Entfremdung der Wahrnehmungswelt). Generally, we experience controlled and automatic processing as complementary, as working together seamlessly in everyday cognition, without giving much thought to how this takes place. However, for the patient with self-disturbances, the automatic processing underlying perception, movement, feeling, thinking, speech and volition is experienced as occurring independently of the “I,” and therefore, as foreign, split-off in a doubled-I.

2. In the “paralysis of the I” (Ichlähmung) the automatic processes described in the doubled-I are brought under foreign control in violation of “the I’s sphere of power” (Machtsphäre des Ich), i.e., in a one-sided relationship attributed to omnipotent agents. Although the patient may struggle with all the effort that can be mustered against these powers, the patient never triumphs.

In the first component, Gruhle describes the “alienation of the perceptual world” as an experienced change of the outer world, which is also experienced as a change of self. Changes of sensory experience early in the course of schizophrenia are “incomparable,” “unlike anything experienced before” (Mayer-Gross & Stein, 1926, p. 361; Mayer-Gross, 1928, 1932). There is an initial hypersensitivity to stimuli in any or all sensory domains (Gruhle, 1922a, 1929, 1932).

With regard to the second component, the I-paralysis, Gruhle contends that thought insertion and other self-disturbances are “non understandable” according to Jaspers’ (1910, 1913) definition of the term. For Jaspers, understandable developments of personality can be traced back to the patient’s life history, personality and motivation. In contrast, nonunderstandable changes are not related to the patient’s personality. Their lack of continuity with previous personality development is explained by an underlying as yet unknown neurobiological process of schizophrenia. These nonunderstandable changes “interrupt” the patient’s development and connection to past life-history (Mishara & Fusar-Poli, 2013). Gruhle notes that inserted thoughts, thought withdrawal, and “made” feelings, actions, volitions (i.e., self-disturbances of the I-paralysis type) often concern harmless, mundane circumstances that are nevertheless controlled by foreign agency. A woman with schizophrenia is about to place soup on the stove. She has performed this same action innumerable times before. This time, however, she is absolutely certain that a foreign agent inserted the thought into her mind. Despite the absence of any obvious difference in content from other thoughts, the patient knows precisely which thoughts are inserted. When asked how she knows this, she responds: “I can’t explain. I just know.” Gruhle emphasizes that self-disturbances (“explained” by an as yet unknown neurobiological process) are experienced as foreign, new, and non-derivable from anything in the patient’s history, motivation or prior personality. Self-disturbances not only pertain to thinking, but nearly to all mental functions. We (Sterzer et al., 2016) have argued that the aberrant salience in thought insertion may be characteristic of self-disturbances generally.

Gruhle indicates that the unknown organic schizophrenia process is reflected in an eruptive “basic mood” (Grundstimmung), which he describes as a primary symptom of schizophrenia. As with other primary symptoms, it cannot be derived from anything in the patient’s prior development, life-history or motivation. Rather, the illness itself determines the basic mood of the patient, which occurs early in the course of schizophrenia with nonunderstandable changes of personality. Gruhle observes that attempts to treat the patient with psychoanalysis or other psychotherapies have no effect on the underlying basic mood. This suggests that an insidious organic process underlies the mood.

Gruhle’s two components of self-disturbance involve different relationships to automatic processing. In the first component, the self experiences its own automatic processing as alien to self in the split-off self of doubled-I. In the second, the I-paralysis, the source of disruption to automatic processing in one’s daily activities is now outside the self in omnipotent agents or forces. These experiences are disturbing to patients and cause much suffering especially early in the illness. The foreign agents violate the patient’s boundaries by means of intrusion into the person’s most intimate sphere of personal existence (Straus, 1949). The omnipotent powers can “rape” the patient sexually from a distance (Kendler & Mishara, 2019; Schneider, 1939).

Gruhle’s components naturally lead to the question: How is the self altered or changed in self-disturbances? For example, Gruhle observes that with self-disturbances of the second type, e.g., inserted or withdrawn thoughts, the personality is altered until complete paralysis of self. Jaspers (1910) had previously noted that the patient’s prior personality can disappear with psychosis. This leads to a “new personality, developing in its own way analogously to the original one.” In other words, the neurobiological process interrupts the development of personality with something completely new and foreign (Jaspers, 1910; Mishara & Fusar-Poli, 2013). Unable to find continuity with his/her previous life history, the patient experiences a radical change in personality. “The onset of psychosis happens, by definition, only once” (Grivois, 1999, p. 104).

Despite these observations, Kurt Schneider notes: “In psychotic transformations of self into something else, another person, a dog, a burning Christmas tree, the previous self is not obliterated; it persists in spite of the transformation and beyond it” (English translation slightly modified; German text, 12th edition, Schneider, 1980, English translation, Schneider, 1959, p. 57). Even in the most extreme circumstances of passivity in which one’s own perceptions, feelings, actions, cognitions and volitions are experienced as “made” by powerful others, etc., something nevertheless preserves self through this suffering.

---

1 Chadwick and Birchwood (1994) use the term omnipotence to characterize patient’s experience of voices, but the term also applies, in our view, to I-paralysis.
To summarize:

I. Gruhle’s two components of self-disturbance involve different relationships to automatic processing: 1. The self experiences its own automatic processing as alien to self in a split-off, doubled-I. 2. In I-paralysis, the disruption to automatic processing is outside the self under the control of omnipotent agents.

II. Kurt Schneider indicates that the self may be transformed bizarrely in schizophrenia. At the same time, and perhaps as a consequence, self is somehow preserved in its minimal functioning.

We propose that a disrupted perception-action cycle is at the heart of self-disturbances in schizophrenia as first depicted by the Early Heidelberg School. To demonstrate how features of self-disturbances and role of self can be studied in visual and multimodal hallucinations, we present the case of Alex below.

Gruhle’s Heidelberg colleague Mayer-Gross applies the clinical phenomenological approach to indicate that low-level perceptual anomalies play a pivotal role in self-disturbances. He (1932) writes: “...by sticking faithfully to patients’ reports of subjective experience, we consistently find descriptions which clearly go back to the sensory sources... the perceptual anomalies in beginning schizophrenia” (p. 353). We present the argument that the phenomenological approach to the subjective experience of self-disturbances complements efforts to model psychosis using the computational framework of hierarchical predictive coding (Sterzer et al., 2016).

To support our argument, we review the work of Husserl, founder of phenomenological method, V. von Weizsäcker, who developed the perception-action cycle concept, Hohwy and colleagues’ account of “distrusting the present,” and experimental evidence concerning prediction and non-conscious visual attention.

1.1. Case history of Alex: “seeing rain”

A 19-year-old patient, whom we call Alex, first consulted a psychiatrist about two years ago. When Alex turned 18, his school grades declined and he appeared to lose his drive. Becoming withdrawn, he stopped meeting with friends. He did not complete his exams at school, which increased conflict with his mother. He countered that he had pushed away his old life; that the past life was over. He described himself as “inwardly inhibited.” He reported difficulties falling asleep and other sleep disturbances. The psychiatrist at the time prescribed Mirtazapine (30–45 mg per day), which helped him sleep. Because of a tentative diagnosis of ADHD and the fact that he had been treated for learning difficulties as a child, Alex, three months later, was prescribed Methylphenidate which he reported helped him. Due to intoxication with alcohol and an unclear number and dosage of different types of medication (including Paracetamol, Mirtazapine and Methylphenidate) in what he described as a suicide attempt, Alex was admitted to a psychiatric hospital. He exhibited acute psychotic symptoms for approximately one week, including visual and auditory hallucinations. He remembers that he was talking to the grass and he started to “see rain.”

After this psychotic episode, Alex was admitted to a day clinic. The visual anomalies persisted: He continued to see his surroundings in terms of a “thinly appearing rain.” Moreover, he saw faces and pairs of eyes. These experiences frightened him. The faces were ghostly, blurry, and unrecognizable. He reported “ghosts in the wind,” and, when alone, the feeling that somebody else was in the room. At that time, he was diagnosed with an adjustment disorder with depressive reaction and histrionic personality traits. However, due to persistent visual anomalies and paranoid thoughts, the treating psychiatrists considered a prodromal state of a schizophrenia spectrum disorder.

Alex was medicated with atypical antipsychotics and found that 150 mg of Quetiapine made him feel “down.” His treatment was continued in a different day clinic, where the paranoid symptoms diminished and antipsychotic medication was discontinued. An antidepressive treatment with Venlafaxine was initiated. Nearly a year after the suicide attempt, the patient was discharged from the day clinic. However, the visual anomalies increased. He reported perceiving “too much” in that some sensory experiences were overly intense (i.e., smells and other stimuli were stronger than before). Alex was referred to our Early Diagnosis and Intervention Center for Beginning Psychosis, and finally, to our inpatient ward for diagnostic work-up and further treatment.

Upon admission to our inpatient ward, Alex presented with the above-mentioned visual anomalies and feelings of being observed. Concentration and memory appeared intact. Nevertheless, he reported that his thoughts were confused, and interfering with one another. Moreover, he reported thought broadcasting (his thoughts could be read or heard by others) and thought insertion (someone placed alien thoughts into his mind). He exhibited delusions of persecution (malevolent detectives placed surveillance cameras in the room) and ideas of reference (a TV program was there solely for him). Importantlly, he stated that he felt himself to be a puppet presented to others. He continued to experience the “rain and faces.” While the faces appeared intermittently, depending on whether he was in a “bad mood,” the rain was “constantly” there.

Alex was diagnosed with schizophrenia and the diagnosis was discussed with him. The antipsychotic treatment was switched to amisulpride, which was rescinded due to extrapyramidal side effects. Alex’s status worsened and a higher dose (600 mg) of quetiapine was initiated. The paranoid ideation and visual anomalies diminished and Alex felt comfortable returning to school after release from the inpatient unit.

He worked in a small supermarket and continued with regular appointments with a psychiatrist in private practice. During his stay in our inpatient unit, a structural magnetic resonance tomography revealed no significant abnormalities in visual cortex or other

---

2 We have altered the patient’s name and other details of his life to ensure that the patient retains confidentiality.
brain regions, and a consultation with an ophthalmologist showed no significant pathological changes that could account for the persisting visual anomalies. The patient reported that he does not abuse nicotine, or other substances.

1.2. Detailed description of the visual and multimodal anomalies

In an interview conducted six months after discharge from the inpatient ward, the patient explained that when his symptoms first arose, he experienced the intermittent occurrence of a phenomenon he calls “seeing rain.” When present, the patient sees “thin greyish rain” everywhere. It appears to him as a transparent veil, and he describes it as tickling. It pushes on his eyes and he feels it in the back of his head, i.e., for him, in his brain. At first, he was quite frightened by these changes. Despite antipsychotic treatment, and despite reduction in occurrence, Alex continues to see the “rain” up to the present.

The rain appears more intense when indoors, which he explains by the presence of additional light. In bright light (including artificial light), he experiences the rain more intensely which seems to occur more frequently in mornings and evenings. When asked to describe the experience in more detail, Alex explains that he does not see raindrops or anything falling down. It appears to him as a transparent veil that consistently “wobbles” up and down. Although it does not seem to be three-dimensional, he describes it as a wall between himself and his immediate surroundings. He cannot step into the rain and it does not change when he moves. That is, he is unable to obtain any perspective on the rain other than the present, frontal one. However, he not only sees the rain. He also feels it as heat or coldness in his hands and legs. When he closes his eyes, he sees devil-like, evil-looking faces, and sometimes, only their eyes. He does not recognize the faces. Sometimes there are skulls.

After learning of his diagnosis, he believes that something is wrong with his metabolism. He reasons that the Methylphenidate overdose “destroyed his synapses.”

2. Phenomenology of visual and multimodal hallucinations in schizophrenia: a neglected topic

Alex first reports “seeing rain” following an overdose of Methylphenidate in a suicide attempt. It appears to him as a wobbling “transparent veil” a “wall” that separates him from his surroundings. It is accompanied by somatic experiences of tickling, pressure on his eyes, “movement in his brain,” and changes of temperature in his hands and legs.

Visual and multimodal hallucinations sometimes occur following acute toxicity due to Methylphenidate overdose. However, Alex’s perceptual anomalies lasted longer than typical cases of exogenous psychosis due to stimulant overdose. With regard to Methylphenidate and other stimulants, Morton and Stockton (2000) comment, “psychotic symptoms usually arise with chronic abuse, but may also appear acutely with large doses of stimulants. These psychiatric and physical side effects resolve over a period of hours to weeks” (p. 162). These patients experience auditory and visual hallucinations with nearly equal frequency (e.g., Ellinwood, 1967). However, in Alex’s case, the duration of the visual hallucinations, the accompanying somatic and other psychotic experiences, possibly first occasioned by acute overdose, persisted far longer than what could be explained by exogenous psychosis, thus contributing to the diagnosis of schizophrenia.

While visual and multimodal hallucinations are frequently reported in schizophrenia, often in early stages of the disorder, there is a surprising dearth of studies carefully examining the detailed phenomenology of these experiences and the related neurobiological mechanisms. In their review, Aleman and Larøi (2008) found prevalence rates of visual hallucinations in schizophrenia to vary between studies, but to be relatively high (e.g., 40% of schizophrenia patients (Mueser, Bellack, & Brady, 1990); and 54% (Bracha, Wolkowitz, Lohr, Karson, & Bigelow, 1989). In an experience sampling study, Delespaul and van Os (2002) found that patients with schizophrenia surprisingly more visual hallucinations (62.5%) than auditory hallucinations (49.1%). Aleman and Larøi conclude that visual hallucinations are more frequent than previously thought. In one study (Bracha et al., 1989), the visual hallucinations had remained undetected in 43% of the patients prior to the study, suggesting that conventional means of assessing patients with schizophrenia often overlook visual hallucinations. Gauntlett-Gilbert and Kuipers (2003) found in a group of predominantly schizophrenia and schizoaffective patients (60%) that “visual hallucinations were associated with conditions of low sensory and social stimulation. In particular, 75% of visual hallucinations occurred when participants were alone, 65% when in a quiet place, and 55% in dim lighting conditions” (p. 365). Based on reports of similar studies, Silverstein (2016) concludes that visual disturbances could be seen as “symptoms, endophenotypes, biomarkers, and predictors for schizophrenia.” Silverstein and Rosen (2015) cite evidence for retinal pathology in schizophrenia, a topic that Mayer-Gross (Mayer-Gross, 1928, 1932) also considered.

3. Multimodal sensory anomalies, hallucinations and self-disturbances (Ichstörungen)

As indicated in the introduction, Gruhle (1915) first developed and systematized the self-disturbances concept (see Mishara et al.,

---

3 Ralph Hoffman (personal communication to AM, August 27, 2015) reported that in his sample of patients with schizophrenia who receive repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) treatment for chronic intractable auditory hallucinations, approximately 20–30% experienced hallucinations in other sensory modalities. Prolonged visual deprivation (through blindfolding) leads to visual hallucinations (Pascual-Leone & Hamilton, 2001; see Mishara, 2010a). Both simple (bright spots of light) and complex (faces, landscapes, ornate objects) hallucinations can occur and have been shown to be associated with activity-increases in the cortex (Merabet et al., 2004). Hoffman’s (2007) proposes that social de-afferentation (i.e., reduction of social input) in schizophrenia bears similarities to the effects of sensory deprivation.
In the 1920’s, Heidelberg psychiatrists Mayer-Gross (1928, 1932) and Beringer (1927) conducted a phenomenological study of the effects of mescaline in healthy participants and model self-disturbances and psychosis. One goal of the study was to help participants, comprised of psychiatrists and medical students, empathize with their patients. For Mayer-Gross, the mescaline experiments “opened the way to explaining these non-empathizable forms of subjective experience, which, up till now, have occasioned very unsatisfactory efforts to interpret or theoretically understand these experiences” (Mayer-Gross & Stein, 1926, p. 386).

Mayer-Gross developed his approach to self-disturbances not only from detailed clinical observations, but also from the Heidelberg mescaline study. From his writings, it seems that he was profoundly moved by his own and his colleagues’ experiences of the mescaline model psychosis. Perhaps for this reason, he took a particular interest in visual and multimodal hallucinations in schizophrenia, which were also prevalent during mescaline intoxication. As we document elsewhere (Mishara & Zaytseva, 2019; Sterzer et al., 2016), Mayer-Gross is herald of the ‘perceptual anomalies’ approach to schizophrenia, the view that low-level perceptual anomalies play a critical role in self-disturbances. The phenomenological psychiatrists Binswanger, Blankenburg, Conrad, Janzarik, Matussek, Straus, and others developed this view (for reviews, Uhlhaas & Mishara, 2007; Mishara, 2010b, 2012).

In self-disturbances of schizophrenia and model psychosis (mescaline), Mayer-Gross found the same fundamental transformations (grundsätzliche Abwandlungen) of sensory perception in its various modalities (visual, auditory, olfactory, gustatory, tactile, coenesthetic) and in the uncoupling of perception and action:

1. Lability of threshold (Schwellenlabilität, Mayer-Gross & Stein, 1926; von Weizsäcker, 1950a, 1950b): There is hypersensitivity to stimuli in any or all of the sensory domains (Gruhle, 1929), i.e., a magnification of saliency until it completely occupies consciousness (see Mishara et al., 2015; Sterzer et al., 2016). This may alternate with its opposite, a “reduced ability to detect nuance, dullness, emptiness, coldness, monotonous environment, which could also indicate a change in threshold.” (Mayer-Gross & Stein, 1926, p. 370). There may be transitions from seeing everything as new and equally important to a “pallid grey and the apocalyptic mood that the world is coming to an end” (Mayer-Gross & Stein, 1926, p. 361). In apocalyptic mood, nearly everything without exception signifies something and nearly always something terrible (Gruhle, 1929). A patient reports (to AM) a green “film” covers the world (or, as we document here, the hallucination of “rain”). The world may take on the artificiality of a stage set (Conrad, 1958; Mishara & Fusar-Poli, 2013).

2. Patients experience fusion with their experience (difficulty to distance) and, at the same time, the experience is found to be independent from the self’s activity or volition. The changes of sensory experience are “incomparable, “unlike anything experienced before” (Mayer-Gross & Stein, 1926; Mayer-Gross, 1928). Both patients and the mescaline experimental subjects have difficulty describing their experiences, and may invent their own vocabulary.

3. The Gestalt-structure of experience may vary from minimal or absent (e.g., Ganzfeld effect) to detailed, complexly elaborated objects, images, and scenes. For example, non-verbal auditory hallucinations, called akoasms, e.g., buzzing, whistling, roaring, are not necessarily deprived of meaning or structure, but their structure is quite different than auditory hallucinations;

4. Uncoupling of perception and action: Movements in self and others may be perceived as abnormally fast or slow. Resting objects may be seen as moving, or movements may be seen where there are none. Conversely, moving objects may appear as still.

5. Hallucinating may occur in more than one modality, what Mayer-Gross calls a “hallucinating together of the senses” (Zusammenhalluzinieren der Sinne). Synesthesia-like experiences may be present (see “reflex hallucinations” below).

We note that each of Mayer-Gross’ above observations apply in some way to Alex’s experience of “seeing rain.” For example, with regard to #1, lability of sensory threshold, Alex reports both an increase of sensitivity to stimulation, and the experience of its diminishment. Some sensory experiences are more intense than usual. However, he also experiences a “wall” or “wobbling veil” between himself and his surrounding world. The “seeing rain” creates a separation between himself and his environment, which we will examine in our analysis. He experiences a diminution of the environment, which is accompanied by an increase of abnormal somatosensory experiences. In what follows, we focus specifically on the problem of the perception-action cycle (#4, above). The cycle involves a tightly coupled relationship between one’s own exploratory, or other self-movements, and the continuously changing perceptions of the environment. This insight is fundamental to our phenomenological analysis of self-disturbances and its relationship with predictive coding.

4. Hallucinations as disrupted perception-action cycle

Alex is unable to step out into the rain. When he attempts to shift perspective, the rain does not reveal any other aspect of itself than what Alex already sees. That is, the patient cannot enter the rain, which as a “wall” or wobbling “veil” separates himself from the environment. The “rain” rather moves with the patient revealing only the side that the patient currently sees. The fact that the rain moves with him indicates that he is unable to take distance from it, or view it from any perspective other than the current one. The phenomenological psychiatrist, Straus (1978), (see Mishara, 1995) observes that we experience distance not in terms of an already objectively given space but also in terms of our own momentary ability for movement.4

4 According to ancient Greek myth, Tantalus is unable to reach the fruit on the branch or drink from the water pool in front of him. Both recede with each of his efforts to reach them. In this sense, the most proximal objects may be experienced as immeasurably distant because no action will bring them closer. Distance is not only registered in perception, but also reflects one’s capacity for movement.
If persons with schizophrenia are unable to “step out” of their current perspective and explore the hallucinatory object (or, for that matter, entire hallucinatory scenes, Mayer-Gross, 1928, 1932) by examining different aspects or sides of the object, how does this affect the ability to navigate the perceptual world, which serves at least implicitly as background to the hallucination? Mayer-Gross’ co-researcher and co-author of the studies on mescaline and perceptual anomalies, J. Stein (Mayer-Gross & Stein, 1926), was working at the time in the Heidelberg neurology clinic under its director Viktor von Weizsäcker. The latter is considered the originator of the perception-action cycle concept (Fuster, 2006; Mishara, 2010a, 2010b, 2012; von Weizsäcker, 1933, 1950a, 1950b). The embodied perception-action cycle is fundamental to both phenomenological and Bayesian predictive coding accounts (Friston, 2010).

Previously von Weizsäcker’s assistant, the phenomenological psychiatrist, Wyss (Wyss, 1973), describes a loss of perspective (Aperspektivität) during dreaming and other altered states of consciousness. With the loss of perspective there is a loss of distinguishing modalities of experience (i.e., different sensory modalities, but also the different cognitive modalities, such as remembering, imagining, thinking, etc.) We propose that (1) loss of perspective may be a defining feature of hallucinations in schizophrenia; (2) the loss involves disruption of the perception-action cycle; and (3) the patient with schizophrenia fuses the information between sensory and other modalities in a loss of perspective. That is, the person with schizophrenia is unable to benefit by integrating multimodal information efficiently.

To summarize so far: In its spontaneous emergence, the (visual/multimodal) hallucinatory object takes on an independence from self. There appears to be little or no relationship between the subject’s exploratory movements and how the hallucinatory object moves, or reveals itself. The hallucination involves a disruption of the tight coupling between perception and action. One view is that this may involve a discrepancy in the timing of this coupling, and/or the timing of low-level perceptual processing in very brief, millisecond durations (Giersch & Mishara, 2017a, 2017b; for review, see Pienkos et al., 2019). Such a disturbance could also play a role in self-disturbance patients feeling estranged from their own automatic processing of perception, action, thinking, volition, etc. 

5 Phenomenological and experimental evidence of unconscious inference in the perception-action cycle

In early 20th century, the philosopher Edmund Husserl developed phenomenological method. The early Heidelberg School employed this method, with modifications, in their analysis of psychiatric disorders (Mishara & Fusar-Poli, 2013). Husserl examined the interrelationship between perception and action as critical to “unconscious inference,” a term he borrows from von Helmholtz (1867). Both von Weizsäcker and Husserl observed that it is only through a tight coupling between perception and action that we are able to explore, identify and make use of objects in the environment.

In Husserl’s view, the visual field is organized from moment to moment by the subject’s possible ocular-motor movements, whereby each actualized movement, in an ongoing “chaining” of movements, predicts corresponding effects in the perceptual field. The perceptual field is comprised of cross-modal interactions from the various sense-fields. The whole visual field is structured, i.e., defined, at any given moment by the possible ocular-motor movements available to the subject at the moment (what Husserl calls kinestheses). Only the present moment is momentary winner in revealing the object in terms of its current aspect, which can then be manipulated in goal-directed action. However, the win is temporary. As soon as the kinesthesia is performed, it is displaced by the next anticipatory kinesthesia, which in turn brings about its own changes in perceptual experience, and so on (see next section on distrust of the present). As Husserl (1970) states, “the consciousness of world is in constant motion” (p. 108).

In examining Husserl’s phenomenological analysis, we point to an experimental study that indirectly supports Husserl’s views: Land, Mennie, and Rusted (1999) studied a well-learned task (making tea) in a natural setting to classify the types of monitoring action that the eyes perform. Previous research indicated that in everyday routine actions, we frequently have “little or no conscious knowledge of where our eyes are fixating at any instant.” Using a head-mounted eye-movement video camera, which provided a continuous view of the scene ahead, as well as indicating foveal direction, they found that foveal direction was always close to the object being manipulated, with very few fixations being irrelevant to the task of making tea. The extent to which the eyes guide and monitor almost every component of the overall activity was surprising. Objects that were about to be manipulated were nearly always foveated, with the centre of gaze being moved by a saccade to within a degree or two of the appropriate part of the object or point in the scene. The authors conclude, “almost every act in the tea-making sequence is guided and checked by vision, with eye movements usually preceding motor actions... Although the actions of tea-making are ‘automated’ and proceed with little conscious involvement, the eyes closely monitor every step of the process. This type of unconscious attention must be a common phenomenon in everyday life.”

Husserl’s phenomenological analysis of eye-movement parallels the findings of Land et al. (1999). As we manipulate a thing for some use, the object ‘reveals’ itself at each moment from a certain aspect or side (in German, “Abschattung,” i.e., adumbration, to foreshadow what is to happen next). That is, we predict this object to behave in terms of the aspects we have perceived/collected (from moment to moment) up to that point. In seeing an object, palpitating a thing or making use of it, the object constantly changes in terms of the different aspects (Abschattungen) with each anticipatory shift of orientation. Nevertheless, we experience, with each shift, the object as an ongoing unity, with its own persisting identity. That is, the previous profile-aspects and the current one are expected (predicted) to belong to the same object. However, it is also possible that the object turns out not to be what we anticipated. We think the figure in the shop window is a mannequin until the person moves. Here, our original “expectation” (in Husserl’s terms) is “cancelled” (the prior belief that it was a mannequin) and updated with the new sensory information.

5 Note that we do not here enter into a discussion whether such experiences involve “depersonalization,” a topic which was contentious during Gruhle’s time. We save this discussion for another publication.
The “kinestheses” structure the perceptual field and enable the monitoring of each changing aspect of the object under consideration, a term which indicates that the movement itself has both kinetic (kinesis) and sensory (aesthesis) components (Claesges, 1964; Husserl, 1970, 1973). More recently, it has been proposed that two visual streams, kinesthetic and perceptual, are organized in terms of two reference-frames or coordinate systems, what Milner and Goodale (1995) called vision-for-action and vision-for-perception pathways (see also Paillard, 1991, 2005; Tievkem, 1968; Ungerlieder & Mishkin, 1992; for application to schizophrenia, see Mishara, 2005, 2007). These pathways recruit body-centered (egocentric), and object-centered (allocentric) reference frames, respectively. Notably, the kinestheses structure the field of perception and yet their body-centered, or egocentric coordinates need not be experienced consciously (as in Land and colleagues’ (1999) making tea example).6

Expectation (prediction) is pivotal to Husserl’s analysis of perception. Husserl (1973b) writes, “When we see a dog, we immediately anticipate its additional modes of behavior: its typical way of eating, playing, running, jumping, and so on. We do not actually see its teeth; but although we have never yet seen this dog, we know in advance how its teeth will look—not in their individual determination but according to type, inasmuch as we have already had previous and frequent experience of ‘similar’ animals, of dogs” (p. 331). Uhlhaas and Mishara (2007, pp. 152-3) comment: “There are anticipatory constraints that are open to revision or cancellation in their structure so that each aspect prefigures its successor in seamless transition as belonging to the same perceptual object. Because the type is anticipatory, it provides the rules by which each partial view is in turn synthesized into an object. The totality of the object is never experienced at once (Gurwitsch, 1964). The perception of a thing is a process, which goes beyond the information given (Bruner, 1973).”

The experience of a perceptual object is dependent on the kinestheses that first make the perception possible (Claesges, 1964; Husserl, 1973a). Each movement leads to a corresponding change in the “object’s” appearance. Conversely, a change in the object or some other part of the experiential field (what Husserl call a “contrast saliency” competing for attention), may pull for the person’s awareness, before the person has consciously identified the change or from where it is coming from. The kinesthetic orienting of awareness to its experiential field is motivated by competing affective strengths of contrast saliences in the experiential field. In both cases, there is a prediction about what is about to happen before it occurs, which is often so rapid that it eludes focal awareness.

The kinestheses that structure vision, and the other sense-fields, involve a path from the present orienting kinesthesis to where in the field one must advert for optimal viewing (i.e., foveation) of the new, or moving object. This relationship of dependency is stated as: “If I move a particular way (X), then this particular aspect (Y) of the object will appear.” Although this relationship is not thought explicitly by the subject, it should be remembered that Husserl, following von Helmholz (1867), finds that “unconscious inference” occurs at lower levels of perceptual synthesis (what Husserl (1966) calls “passive synthesis”), Mishara, 1990, 2012; Uhlhaas & Mishara, 2007). Moreover, von Helmholz’s (1878 (1971)) observation (cited by Friston, 2014, p. 119) resonates with Husserl: “Each movement we make by which we alter the appearance of objects should be thought of as an experiment designed to test whether we have understood correctly the invariant relations of the phenomena before us, that is, their existence in definite spatial relations.”

Phenomenology demonstrates consilience with recent models of active inference in the framework of predictive coding, which proposes that the brain uses a hierarchically organized predictive model of the world to infer the causes of data registered by the senses (Friston, 2005, 2008; Mumford, 1992; Lee & Mumford, 2003; Rao & Ballard, 1999; for enactive approach, see Gallagher & Allen, 2016; for schizophrenia, see Jardri, Duverne, Litvinova, & Denève, 2017). Computational approaches have conceptualized hierarchical predictive coding as Bayesian inference (Friston, 2005, see also Jardri et al., 2017). The underlying principle of Bayesian inference is that a prediction, which is commonly referred to as a prior belief, is combined with the observed sensory data to compute a posterior probability that updates the prior belief. The prior belief is considered merely a probability distribution over some unknown state and may or may not be consciously accessible (Adams, Stephan, Brown, Frith, & Friston, 2013; Sterzer et al., 2016). Moreover, there is an active, selective sampling of what we expect to experience based on our past knowledge about the current object, or objects that behave like the current object (Friston, 2010, see also Husserl, 1973b).

With regard to the predictive-coding account, Friston, Adams, Perrinet, and Breakspear (2012) write: “If perception corresponds to hypothesis testing (Gregory, 1980), then visual searches might be construed as experiments that generate sensory data...[whereby]...
saccadic eye movements are optimal experiments, in which data are gathered to test hypotheses or beliefs about how those data are caused” (p. 1).

This relationship is also evident in the tactile domain. The phenomenological sense-physiologist, Buytendijk (1974) summarizes Viktor von Weizsäcker’s concept of the perception-action cycle (Gestaltkreis): “The hand is feeler and gripper simultaneously. It fits itself to the touched object and moves the latter simultaneously…. This ‘conversation’ between hand and thing is a Gestalt circle which starts from the coherency of an interruptible but continually self-constituting unity…” (p. 184)

The mutual dependency between perception and action in tactile identification of objects is well-known in patients with aperceptive tactile agnosia (astereognosis), who demonstrate “deficient palpation of objects, either by reluctance to manipulate the object or by a stereotypic pattern of manipulation that is independent of object qualities… a defect in the mechanism through which tactile impressions are collected to form an object” (Heilman & Valenstein, 2011, p. 275).

Viktor von Weizsäcker (1933, 1950a, 1950b) observes that action and perception require one another in complementary relationship when forming each momentary perceptual Gestalt in a self-organizing field. Weizsäcker’s account anticipates the later Bayesian concept of active inference. Active inference is a Bayes optimal, normative formulation of action and perception, to minimize free energy (which, “under simplifying assumptions is just the amount of prediction error,” Friston, 2009, p. 3) by weighting prediction errors in terms of their precision (reliability or inverse variability) (Adams, Brown, & Friston, 2015; Friston, 2010). Here, action selectively samples the environment by guiding sensory input according to expectations about hidden causes of the sensory data, whereas the resulting perceptions are able to update or change the predictions guiding the actions: “We are open systems in exchange with the environment; the environment acts on us to produce sensory impressions, and we act on the environment to change its states. This exchange rests upon sensory and effector organs (like photoreceptors and oculomotor muscles). If we change the environment or our relationship to it, then sensory input changes. Therefore, action can reduce free-energy by changing the sensory input predicted, while perception reduces free-energy by changing predictions” (Friston, 2010, p. 295).

In Husserl’s account, movement (kinesthesia) structures the sense-fields. The perceptual field is not pre-given as coexistent sensory data in which the kinestheses subsequently orient to different aspects of a pre-existent field (see Mishara, 1990, 2012). Rather, the individual sense-fields are structured moment by moment by the possible movements of orientation relative to where one is currently attending consciously or unconsciously (Claesges, 1964; Husserl, 1973a). Each shift of attention is accompanied by the hypothesis: If I move so, then such and such an aspect will appear, and with it, the whole field adjusts to the projected path of the kinesthesia and the optimal perception of the object. The perceived surrounding space and its horizon is nothing other than the “correlate” of the kinesthetic total-system at the moment (Claesges, 1964; Husserl, 1973a).

The predictive relationship between current focus (what Husserl calls the null point of bodily orientation) and how the organization of the perceptual field changes with each anticipated kinesthesia is reflected in a study by Duhamel, Colby, and Goldberg (1992). Von Helmholtz (1867) proposed that the brain uses information about intended movement to interpret retinal displacements. In their classic study with monkeys, Duhamel et al. (1992) examined the visual responsiveness of neurons with retinotopic receptive fields in the lateral intraparietal area (LIP) in alert monkeys prior to performing an intended saccade. They found that neurons anticipate the retinal consequences of the intended eye movement: The cortical representation shifts first, and then the eye catches up. After the eye movement, the representation in parietal cortex matches the reafferent visual input and the neuron continues to respond to the stimulus. This process constitutes a remapping of the stimulus from the coordinates of the initial fixation to those of the intended future fixation. The parietal cortex appears to update the position of the stimulus in the new organization of the field before the saccade actually occurs. In Husserl’s sense: if I move so, then the world appears so. This suggests that the structure of the field at each moment is determined by the possible movements of attention within that field (where attention need not be conscious as, for example, in the eye-movements while making tea; for unconscious processing of minimal self, see Giersch & Mishara, 2017a).

6. Hallucination in psychosis as failure to “distrust the present”

If we consider Alex, it seems that he is unable to generate hypotheses with regard to the hallucination because there is no relationship between the hallucinatory object (the “rain”) and his movements. That is, Alex is unable to generate a new hypothesis about the hidden causes of the stimulus. There is no way to perform the experiment: “If we change the environment or our relationship to it, then sensory input changes” (Friston, 2010, cited above).

The hallucination moves (“wobbles”) but independently of the patient’s movements. This is similar to a failure of what Hohwy and colleagues (Hohwy, Paton, & Palmer, 2015) describe as “distrusting the present.” Resembling Husserl’s account, Hohwy and colleagues indicate that as soon as we have settled on one hypothesis it is immediately displaced by a new intervening hypothesis: “…just as the hierarchical system (with informative higher levels) has settled on a rich hypothesis as the best at minimizing prediction error, it then needs to begin looking for a new and better hypothesis… there should be a quite strong anticipation that the currently selected hypothesis will soon decrease its probability. With time, that particular hypothesis should be expected to be less and less efficient in explaining away prediction error. This can be condensed into the idea that as soon as the system settles on a winning hypothesis it should begin to distrust it. Since the winning hypothesis determines what is presently experienced, the system should be in the process of distrusting the present” (p. 321). And further: “In perceptual inference, the signature of the distrusted present should be discernable in situations where the environment is unchanged but the perceptual inference nevertheless changes. This would indicate that, even though the system reasonably settles on a current winning hypothesis, h0, it begins to distrust h0 in favour of a new hypothesis, h1. Crucially, the system should do this even if there is no actual change in the modeled hidden causes: this would indicate that the shift of hypotheses is entirely endogenous, and tied to an expectation of upcoming causal interactions” (p. 324).
Hohwy and colleagues use the example of binocular rivalry. However, it also applies to Alex’s inability to distance himself from his hallucination of rain by the failure to generate new hypotheses, i.e., a failure to distrust the present, a distrust which would enable him to change his perspective relative to the hallucination.

Hohwy’s “distrusting the present” overlaps with the phenomenological view that by the time the now moment is conscious, it is already becoming past (Mishara, 2010a). In reflection, we do not experience the present moment directly but only its retention because the moment it appears is already displaced by the next temporal structure of the present, which includes its retention. In Husserl’s view, when we are caught up in perceiving or experiencing things, there is a loss of self (Selbstverlorenheit), a naiveté about our role in constructing the experience: “Admittedly, the moment I begin to reflect, the naïve perceiving by the self-forgetting I is already past. I am only able to grasp this by reaching back - in the reflecting - into what has ‘remained in consciousness’ as retention, an immediate memory which attaches itself backwards to the original experience” (Husserl, 1959, p. 88, our emphases). That is, we can only reflect on current experience in terms of the just past. The philosopher Klaus Held (1966) cites a manuscript by Husserl: “The stream is always ahead but the I (i.e., the self) is also ahead” (Das Strömen ist immerzu im Voraus; aber auch das Ich ist im Voraus), p. 102. Alex is unable to generate a new hypothesis because no available exploratory movement (kinesthesia in Husserl’s sense) provides a new sampling of data that could change his relationship to the hallucination.

In his theory of the perception-action cycle, von Weizsäcker (1933, 1950a, 1950b) influenced a generation of phenomenological psychiatrists and thinkers, includingBinswanger, Blankenburg, Conrad, Ey, Gadamer, Straus, Tellenbach, Wyss and others (see Mishara, 2012, for review). Binswanger (1957), for example, described psychosis as failure to transcend (in German sich übersteigen, “step beyond”) one’s current perspective (see also Conrad, 1958; Mishara, 1997, 2010b). In a related effort, the German social philosopher Plessner (1928) observes that humans are able to position their perspective outside themselves, what he calls eccentric positionality. This enables us to imagine how others might see ourselves by being able to take an external viewpoint to one’s own body, a form of perspective taking (Mishara, 2009). Heinz (2014) applies Plessner’s views to self-disturbances by indicating that in a psychotic state the ability to detect the border between centric and eccentric positions seems to disappear. In view of this very rich history of phenomenology as it is applied to psychosis and self-disturbances, we suggest that hallucinations in schizophrenia involve a disrupted perception-action cycle that underlies the loss of embodied perspective in hallucinations. We examine this problem in the following section.

7. Reflex hallucinations (somatic passivity) and the hallucinating together of the senses: the search for mechanisms

In mid 19th-century, the idea that hallucinations could be multimodal, i.e., involving different sensory modalities, was a viable topic of clinical research. The influential German psychiatrist Kahlbaum (1866) describes the following case:

“A young female patient repeatedly destroys the spinning wheel, and sewing kits of her mother, and her mother’s friends. Each time she yells in genuine anger, “Why do you spin me into that machine?” or “Why do you sew me into your work?” In similar manner, she smashes and disperses the flames in the hearth while saying, “What are you trying to do, burn out my heart?” (p. 35)

Basing his work on contemporary reflex theory, Kahlbaum called these “reflex hallucinations.” Here, a stimulus in one sensory modality (in the above cases, visual) becomes connected with a hallucinated stimulus in another modality, i.e., a painful bodily sensation (schmerzhafte Gemeingefühl). The visually perceived object (the spinning wheel, sewing kit, fire in the hearth) becomes “identified” with one’s own body such that the manipulations of these objects are experienced as manipulations of one’s own body. “Reflex hallucinations are a group of appearances which have in common the succession that a real perception or hallucination is followed with reflex-like speed by a hallucinatory process” (Kahlbaum, 1866, p. 35).

Resembling synaesthesia, the stimulus or perceptual object in the “reflex hallucination” is perceived in one sensory modality but nevertheless provokes hallucination in a second modality. Finding the term “reflex hallucination” outmoded, Mayer-Gross (1928), not withstanding, presents the following case, which resembles Kahlbaum’s earlier observations:

“An older woman with schizophrenia regularly complained that the hospital staff inflicted torture on her body. The cleaning of the floors (above her room), moving furniture, washing silverware in the kitchen, stirring the soup, all take place in her body. If one presses her to go further, she always explains it the same way. She hears these things in her room - such sounds could in fact could be heard in her room - but, at the same time, she feels these activities taking place in her body. The personnel do this deliberately to torture her” (p. 462).

To demonstrate how perspective – as in the above case – may be lost in multimodal hallucinations of patients with schizophrenia, Mayer-Gross provides the counterexample of a delirious patient who sees gold coins on his bed. Once he reaches for the coins and finds that he cannot touch them, he corrects (“transcends,” goes beyond) his initial perspective, whereby the gold pieces are no longer visible. Spurious information in the visual modality is corrected by pertinent information processed in the tactile modality. But this is precisely what does not occur in the so-called “reflex hallucinations” of psychosis. The patients are unable to vary their own perspective by exploring the hallucination or hallucinatory object from other sides or aspects other than the one that currently presents itself. The patient is unable to do what the delirious patient does, i.e., compare the information from different sensory modalities to produce a more accurate perception. The multimodal information constrains knowledge for the delirious patient, but, in the reflex hallucination, it does the opposite. It leads to a conflation of hallucinations, expanding across sensory modalities, towards what Mayer-Gross calls a “hallucinating together of the senses” in schizophrenia.

Importantly, the woman who experiences torture inflicted in her body states that the cleaning and stirring “do not at all occur above or below her” (the actual sources of the sound relative to her room) but “entirely in her own body.” Far from integrating the
input of different sense modalities, as the delirious patient does in updating his perception by comparing sense-modalities, the schizophrenia patient fuses the different sense modalities. Here, auditory stimuli become usurped by bodily experience in a coenesthetic hallucination of bodily self. Notably, Kahlbaum’s patient also experienced the outside events as occurring in her body. In his first rank symptoms Kurt Schneider later identifies this with somatic passivity, influences playing on the body, and “made experiences” imposed by powerful others (Kendler & Mishara, 2019). Sensory modalities become fused such that the patient’s body becomes the locus of the torture, no longer troubled by the initial sounds which were merely the instruments of powerful others. For Mayer-Gross and his early Heidelberg school colleagues, there is an atmospheric change of the total experience into something foreign, unfamiliar or uncanny (see also Jaspers, 1913; Binswanger, 1957; Conrad, 1958). For the patient who experiences the household utensils as objects of torture, these objects take on a character that is different than their usual uses. The phenomenological psychiatrist, Raballo (2016) states that hallucinatory voices [but could involve other hallucinations] in schizophrenia involve a global transformation of self and world, where the “felt-naturalness of the psychic field seems changed” (p. 137).

Mayer-Gross observes similar multimodal bodily hallucinatory experiences in the Heidelberg mescaline studies (with psychiatric faculty and medical students as participants) as a model-psychotherapy of self-disturbances. Mayer-Gross (1928, 1932) cites a participant in the study (reported by Beringer, 1927):

“One believes one hears sounds and sees faces and yet, I cannot tell whether I am hearing or seeing... I hear scratching, harsh trumpet blasts, which are all a painful gnashing…” (Beringer, 1927, p. 65; emphasis added)

Here, there is confusion between different sense modalities as in the loss of perspective described by Wyss (1973). This also resembles the experiences of the woman who complains that the hospital staff inflicted torture through sounds registered in her body.

One current model for the occurrence of psychotic symptoms is based on a possible failure in multisensory integration (Postmes et al., 2014). According to this model, impaired multisensory integration leads to perceptual incoherence, which may invoke incoherent self-experiences. It has been proposed that subconscious attempts to restore perceptual coherence may induce psychotic symptoms such as hallucinations (Postmes et al., 2014). Indeed, experimentally induced perceptual incoherence can induce altered self-experience (Blanke, 2012; Lopez, Lenggenhager, & Blanke, 2010) in healthy subjects. There is also evidence for deficits in multisensory gain (Ross et al., 2007) and multisensory temporal processing dysfunction (Stevenson et al., 2017) in individuals diagnosed with schizophrenia.

According to models of Bayesian inference and predictive coding, multisensory integration relies on an internal model regarding statistical regularities in the environment. This enables cross-sensory predictions as a mechanism to arbitrate between integration and segregation of signals from different sensory modalities (Noppeney & Lee, 2018). Along these lines, impairments in multisensory integration underlying perceptual incoherence may be accounted for by Bayesian predictive coding theories of schizophrenia, which have proposed a reduced precision of prior beliefs relative to an increased precision in the encoding of the sensory data (Adams et al., 2013; Mishara & Sterzer, 2015; Sterzer et al., 2016, 2018). Perceptual incoherence might reflect differences in the precision of priors in different sensory modalities or an imbalance of priors at different levels of the predictive coding hierarchy (Heinz et al., 2018; Sterzer et al., 2018). For instance, it has been suggested that a relative increase in the weighting of sensory data may render sensations more vivid, but their content harder to resolve, thus leading to an increased reliance on higher-level beliefs, e.g. about speech narratives in the case of auditory verbal hallucinations (Benrimoh, Parr, Vincent, Adams, & Friston, 2018). In other words, uncertainty caused by imprecise priors and relatively increased weighting of sensory evidence at low hierarchical levels may be compensated by a stronger influence of high-level priors. Conceivably, such a mechanism could also facilitate the integration, or rather, the fusing of signals from different sensory modalities in multimodal hallucinations. This would explain the above-mentioned “hallucinating together of the senses” as described by Mayer-Gross.

Albeit speculative, this account is supported by recent work using computational modeling in a Bayesian framework. This shows that in individuals who frequently experience auditory hallucinations, a higher propensity towards conditioned auditory hallucinations induced by concurrent visual stimulation can be explained by an overweighting of priors (Powers, Mathys, & Corlett, 2017). The authors propose that “hallucinations (percepts without external stimulus) may arise when strong priors cause a percept in the absence of input” (p. 1). Similarly, Teufel, Subramaniam, and Dobler (2015) find a shift in information processing in schizophrenia patients which favours prior knowledge over incoming sensory evidence. These are compelling examples of how Bayesian theory and phenomenological accounts are able to inform experimental work in order to improve both the understanding of pathophysiological processes and the possible translation into clinically relevant predictions. Nevertheless, both studies acknowledge that inconsistencies in findings (i.e., whether hallucinations result more from strong priors or conversely, sensory updating) may reflect the hierarchical organization of perception: “Perturbations may affect some levels of the hierarchy and not others” (Powers et al., 2017, p. 1).

In fact, such compensatory measures could “explain away” low-level perceptual anomalies, which otherwise could be very frightening or disruptive. The belief that the world is going to end could be a strong high-level prior. However, it could also reduce the alienation from the perceptual world or self-disturbances arising from low-level perceptual anomalies. Experiences of somatic passivity symptoms could be used to balance frightening or confusing sensory anomalies at lower levels of processing as suggested by Mayer-Gross’ ‘perceptual anomalies approach’ to schizophrenia (Mishara et al., 2015; Sterzer et al., 2016; see also introduction above).

The woman who complains that hospital staff torture her through sounds registered in her body could be explained this way. The proposed imbalance of imprecise low-level priors and overly precise sensory data may result in the vivid sensation of the sounds in
her body, which is explained away by the high-level belief regarding malevolent hospital staff. As Benrimoh et al. (2018) note, “increased sensory precision may give resulting hallucinations their realistic, out-loud quality” (p. 198). The description “out loud” here need not refer to auditory verbal hallucinations, audible thoughts, etc., but also multimodal hallucinations, i.e., in terms of what Jaspers describes as “objectively” present (leibhaftig). It is likely that the self as body is not only tied to multimodal processing (Apps & Tsakiris, 2013) but also with its disruption in the multimodal hallucinations of schizophrenia.

8. Embodiment, metaphor, hallucination: do self-disturbances preserve self during catastrophic conditions?

As stated in the introduction, Kurt Schneider (who later incorporated many self-disturbances in his first rank symptoms) observes that even when the self is characterized bizarrely by the patient, “the previous self is not obliterated; it persists in spite of the transformation and beyond it.” While this is an intriguing statement, it is not entirely clear what Schneider means. We propose an explanation which also incorporates Alex’s seeing rain.

Alex was at first frightened by the rain or veil, as well as the accompanying multimodal somatic experiences of tickling, pressure on his eyes, “movement” in his brain, and changes of temperature in his hands and legs. While the veil itself “wobbles,” it does not disturb the perceptual world beyond the veil, nor for that, the self that is presumably looking through the veil. One might say tentatively that the world is stabilized in relation to the self precisely through the veil or rain.

Here, the disturbing aspect is also the one that maintains coherence. Alex cannot step into the rain and it does not change when he moves. There is no opportunity for him to examine the rain or veil from outside his current perspective. He is unable to actively explore it from different sides, aspects, or different sensory modalities, as he is able to do with other objects in his surrounding environment. He is admittedly hampered by the veil but not incapacitated by it. Acting as metaphor which we believe organizes the experience, the veil helps stabilize the very relationships it interrupts. The patient knows that the outside world is beyond the veil but cannot step beyond or outside the veil to observe and explore the veil itself as hallucinatory object.

Even though the rain may seem to lack substance as transparent “wobbling veil,” it is experienced as a “wall” (still another metaphor Alex uses) between Alex and the world. The self-world relationship is preserved (if also disturbed) by the veil. Thus, it would seem that the veil, or rain, has the function of both separating and connecting world and self. It is not that the veil preempts action. The subject can still act in this world separated by the veil. It is rather that Alex, in principle, knows that there is no action he can take to gain perspective on the veil itself, which rather moves with him wherever he moves. Thus, unlike other objects in his surrounding world, he is unable to take distance from the veil by using his movements to explore its different sides or aspects.

In this view, the veil, or rain, preserves self and world in a certain stability that would otherwise be elusive. That is, the veil wobbles, but does not disturb the stable environment beyond the veil. It serves as an example of what von Weizsäcker calls “improvisation” of a self-organizing experiential field. The field maintains coherence by preserving some aspects of the perceptual Gestalt while sacrificing others. During psychosis, transitions may be rapid and ballistic in that each abrupt new organization of the surrounding field appears to emerge on its own without precedent in the prior organization (Uhlhaas & Mishara, 2007).

In a certain sense, we might compare this solution with the woman patient described above, who internalizes or absorbs the annoying kitchen and cleaning noises inside her body in a manner that she is apparently no longer bothered by the noises themselves. This is accomplished at great cost, however, because the noises are replaced by the internal bodily suffering she experiences. We require further phenomenological and experimental data to determine whether the disruption fundamentally lies in such cases with low-level sensory processing (Sterzer et al., 2016) or with discrepancies of millisecond timing in perception-action cycle (see Giersch & Mishara, 2017a, 2017b) or other mechanisms (Silverstein & Rosen, 2015; Silverstein, 2016).

As indicated above, we make the tentative claim that the somatic passivity, “made experiences” and the influences playing on the body by powerful others in self-disturbances may have an adaptive role when the self faces catastrophic destruction. When K.

---

7 For Jaspers, genuine or true hallucinations are experienced as “objectively” present (leibhaftig) in their phenomenal givenness and are experienced alongside real perceptions in external objective space (1911, 1913). In contrast, pseudohallucinations are imaginary (bildhaftig), not experienced as concretely real, have the character of subjectivity, and appear in inner subjective space. We refer to Jaspers’ term Leibhaftigkeit (referring to the seeming objective presence of the hallucination) not to endorse Jaspers’ distinction with pseudohallucinations, but to concur with Mayer-Gross (1928) that this term does not distinguish so-called pseudohallucinations which may also be experienced as leibhaftig (Mishara and Zaytseva, 2019). Alex’s “seeing rain” does not qualify as a “pseudohallucination” according to Jaspers’ definition. The “rain” is not perceived as part of the world and yet, contra Jaspers, it is also not perceived as part of the self or inner subjective space. Rather we suggest that the “rain” in this case separates world and self in order to “preserve” them as not fusing. The term ‘pseudohallucination’ has a long, contentious history concerning its definition and clinical usefulness (Berrios & Denig, 1996).

8 The study of comprehension and production of metaphors in schizophrenia patients has a long history. We suggest here that patients who experience I-paralysis often take their metaphorical images of self literally. For example, Meynert’s patient experiences himself as a “mere keyboard upon which others play” (Kendler & Mishara, 2019). Likewise, Binswanger’s (1957) patients describe themselves as a “machine,” “a computer,” or a “registering apparatus whose sole function is to register impressions.” In a separate publication, we discuss adaptiveness (albeit limited) of self-metaphors when taken literally in self-disturbances (see also Mishara, 2010a, and the section on metaphor in Mishara, 2010c).

9 Vision has the restriction that it directly perceives more or less only what is in front of the subject at the moment. Auditory stimuli, however, can be perceived at any point in the 360° surrounding the subject (Odegaard, Beierholm, Carpenter & Shams, 2019). Recently, Gruters et al. (2018), found that ear drum oscillations associated with eye-movements may actually precede saccades by 10 ms, even in the absence of auditory stimuli. Such visual-auditory interactions may prepare the way for later integration of information from both modalities. Moreover, multimodal processing, as we suggest in this paper, could be particularly sensitive to timing anomalies as those found in schizophrenia.
Schneider’s patients identify themselves as another person, a dog or burning Christmas tree, we contend that the self is nevertheless preserved in these transformations by sacrificing fundamental aspects to preserve others in spontaneous “improvisation” to preserve minimal “coherence” of self-world relationship (cf. von Weizsäcker 1933, 1950a, 1950b). The self may have lost its will to powerful others, in that perceptions, movements, feelings, thoughts, etc. are impacted by the external agency of I-paralysis. Precisely by sacrificing the self in such extreme ways, however, other aspects of self may be paradoxically preserved. The bizarre descriptions of self seen in the so-called reflex, or coenesthetic hallucinations, may actually have the paradoxical consequence of preserving self by keeping some part of it (no matter how minimal) unscathed from the bizarre transformations the patient reports. That is, by virtue of making such complaints to others, there is still a self who can maintain minimal distance to formulate and report these putative injustices. Precisely as narrator of these atrocious violations of self, the patient – for the moment – escapes (overcomes, transends) the loss of self to powerful others (I-paralysis) about whom the patient complains. This is not to say that the patient does not suffer considerably in these experiences. In Alex’s case, which is less severe, we suggested that the veil has the function of both separating (protecting) and connecting self and world.

Despite an absence of self-agency, patients with schizophrenia may nevertheless “continue to respond reflexively to the environmental cues…necessary for continued survival… The delusions are not primarily a defensive reaction to protect the self, but involve a ‘reorganization’ of the patient’s experience to maintain behavioral interaction with the environment despite the underlying disruption to perceptual binding processes (Conrad, 1958; Mishara, 2010b). At the Aha-moment (of the delusion), the ‘shear pin’ breaks, or as Conrad puts it, the patient is unable to shift ‘reference-frame’ to consider the experience from another perspective. The delusion enables flexible, controlled conscious processing from continuing to monitor the mounting distress of the wanton prediction error during delusional mood and thus deters cascading toxicity. At the same time, automatic habitual responses are preserved, possibly even enhanced.” (Mishara and Corlett, 2009, p. 531; see also Bortolotti, 2018; Gunn & Bortolotti, 2018).

In this contribution, we suggest that self-disturbances play an adaptive or compensatory role for the uncoupling of perception and action, and/or other low-level sensory anomalies. They may minimally preserve self in catastrophic changes of neural functioning during psychosis. Referring to K. Schneider’s observation cited above: “the previous self is not obliterated; it persists in spite of the transformation and beyond it.” We have suggested that such a ‘reorganization’ (Conrad, 1958; von Weizsäcker, 1933, 1950a, 1950b) of the patient’s experience also occurs in self-disorders to preserve some aspects of self by sacrificing others.

9. Conclusions

We presented a case of persisting visual hallucinations with attendant somatosensory features. Visual/multimodal hallucinations in schizophrenia are understudied and therefore, the mechanisms are not well understood. The Early Heidelberg School (Gruhle, Mayer-Gross, Beringer) originated and developed the self-disturbances concept and used mescaline as a psychotomimetic agent to study them.

The Early Heidelberg School suggests that self-disturbances arise from a discrepancy between controlled and automatic processing. Gruhle’s description of the two components of self-disturbance involve different relationships to automatic processing. In the first component, the self experiences its own automatic processing as alien to self in a split-off self of doubled-I. In the second, the I-paralysis, the source of disruption to automatic processing in one’s daily activities is outside the self in omnipotent agents or forces. These experiences are very disturbing to patients and cause considerable suffering especially early in illness. While perception and action are typically tightly coupled, these processes become detached in persons with schizophrenia and contribute to visual/multimodal hallucinations. This could play a role in self-disturbances where patients feel estranged from their own automatic processing of perception, action, thinking, volition, etc. We require further phenomenological and experimental data to determine whether the disruption lies in such cases with low-level sensory processing (Sterzer et al., 2016) or with discrepancies of millisecond timing, e.g., involving the perception-action cycle (see Giersch & Mishara, 2017a, 2017b), or other mechanisms (Silverstein & Rosen, 2015; Silverstein, 2016).

In acute psychosis, Alex experienced thought insertion, thought broadcasting, as well as experiencing himself as “puppet.” However, apart from these acute experiences, the second component - the omnipotence of external agents who control the patient - is absent. There is nevertheless an atmospheric change of the total experience into something foreign, unfamiliar or uncanny (what Gruhle calls basic mood that directly reflects the underlying disease process). Alex is unable to step out into the rain and it does not change when he moves. The patient cannot enter the rain, which, as a “wall” or wobbling “veil,” nevertheless serves as a separation between himself and the surrounding environment. The “rain” rather moves with the patient’s movements and he is unable to take distance from it. He is unable to explore the object through movement and thus is prevented from gaining perspective in relation to the hallucinatory object. That is, Alex is unable to predict changes of the hallucinatory experience through his own exploratory movements – as there appears to be no relationship between the subject’s and the hallucinatory object’s movements- but he must somehow make sense of the experience.

The clinical phenomenology is compatible in many respects with hierarchical Bayesian predictive coding. Both approaches acknowledge the importance of the perception-action cycle in their respective hierarchical formalisms. Both emphasize prediction (or, for Husserl, expectation) on different spatial and temporal scales and both describe “unconscious inference.” In this contribution, we outlined how self-disturbances may play an adaptive or compensatory role. Alex is unable to actively explore the hallucinatory ‘object’ from different sides or aspects, as he is able to do with other objects. Acting as metaphor which organizes the experience, the “rain” (alternatively, “veil,” or “wall”) helps stabilize the very relationship it interrupts. Alex knows that the outside world is beyond the veil but cannot step beyond or outside to observe and explore the veil itself. Rather the rain or veil remains in front of him wherever he looks.
He experiences a diminution of his environment through the rain, which is accompanied by an increase of abnormal somatosensory experiences. This is reminiscent of the older female patient reported by Mayer-Gross who internalizes or absorbs the annoying kitchen and cleaning noises inside her body in a manner that she is apparently no longer bothered by the noises themselves. This is accomplished at great cost, however, because the noises are replaced by the internal bodily suffering she experiences. In Alex's case, we suggested that the rain or veil has the function of both separating and maintaining relationship of world and self.
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